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Graal era male head templates

Here you will find more than 1300 unique custom male head templates for Graal. Use your imagination to make the most creative custom character model! Enjoy. Preview your custom character by mixing bodies, heads, armor and hats to see what it will look like: Graal character viewer all in drag and drop
scenes to test heads, bodies hats and armor before uploading them to the game - works for PC and iOS not save thumbnails – they won't work – save the associated image! Click on the custom you want - it will open in a new tab. Save the image from a new tab. Then you can download it to GraalOnline
and it will work! Customs may be animated GIF or PNG files with alpha transparency. If you save the thumbnail, you lose all the additional features! Credits to their owners. Head template: body template: hat template: mount template: template shield: basic tutorial on how to make CUSTOMSNOTE - this is
strictly a basic teaching tutorial on how to make custom armor/heads/bodies and loaded into the game. This tutorial does not include tips on customs mastering. Also be sure to read the rules to download some things are not allowed and will not be downloaded (such as hats or masks on heads) the first
step - download right programclick GIMP to download free photo store step two - use the templatetemplatesa template in terms of basic is custom made pre-made that can be used to make sure your custom will work in the game. Think of it as a blue print for customs design. Use the template is important if
you want to make your head/shield/body work in the game. It contains every corner of your character's object to ensure you don't mess anything up. The templates above can be found. Step 3 - Get started now that you have your template and downloaded software you're ready to start. A lot of people just
open the template and work from there but here is great advice that works better. Most photo editing software has so-called, layers. The layers are basically different sheets of paper stacked on top of each other each contains different graphics. You can use layers to make sure you don't spoil the original
template as well as make sure your work is in the right place. Open your template on the program. The template is now considered the background layer now to search the toolbar for a tab called layers. Now click on the subtab to create a new layer. * Note - Make sure you set a new layer for transparency *
This now creates an empty canvas for you to put your artwork over the template. Now you can track over the template without damaging it. Step 4 - Create a designthat you are now ready to create your own new design. There are some tips you should know to help with the process faster. When you make
heads you can copy and paste idle images on other actions and then go back and fill in the face. For example, if you get done with making the top image of the head looking left, copy it and paste it on the head making a push motion. Now just wipe the face and It seemed like paying something to her.
When making bodies with designs or patterns in clothes you can create a new image you can speed up the process and make patterns look natural byCreating a new image, make the style you want on the body there, and now find a file save for the program you use in there you should find a subfolder
titled Patterns Keeping New Style there. Now go back to your body and use the paint bucket filling tool and choose the pattern you've just done to fill all the clothes. Step 5 - Add transparency and NAMEOnce the correct file is finished creating your work its time to add transparency. If you followed my steps
on making layers all you have to do now is choose the background layer and delete it. This will get rid of the template you were using and leave only the work you've done. Transparency is already set now since you used an empty canvas at first. If you don't follow in my footsteps and your new work has a
colorful background, take the paint bucket packing tool and change the color of the back floor to a color you haven't used in your work. Don't worry about being transparent because when you upload your work to the website you can choose this color to become transparent. Once you're finally finished
you're ready to save the file. At this point you will be aware that what ever you name the file in your computer will be the file on the game. This is not a problem with heads or bodies but with shields if you poison them something long and hard to remember you will have difficulty writing them in the game. If
your work and animation added on it save it under .gif but if you followed all my steps and your business has no animation save it under .pngstep sixth - download on GAMEYou is finally ready to download your work in the game. Make sure you keep these things in mind when you download otherwise your
work may be rejected. The site to download your business is - make sure you follow all the rules for customs ( - make sure you have the right amount of graalats on your account before submitting your work - double check the email you sent your business is the same as you attached to your graal account.
Download prices depend on which custom you offer. Note again that you have the correct amount of graalats in the game before submitting on the site. Heads - 20,000 GraalatsBodies - 10,000 GraalatsShields - 2500 GraalatsOnce You offer your business check in the game to swarm a bubble message,
follow the instructions of the bot and if correct your work will be downloaded within a few minutes to 24 hours. Refund and additional questionsIf your business does not seem true or you want to sell your business back for money later you can get a refund. Or if you would like to get any additional
information about the download you can visit the custom sales building in the game. Go to the Era News building to the left of the start site. In there you will find Custom called salesgo inside and you must see the actual loading room. This room has all the information you have given here in addition to
additional rules for downloading. From that room if you want to get the right to recover the money on foot that will take you to the recovery room. In the recovery room you can click the custom type that you have done and immediately get your money back. How to download Graal Classic Graal Graal Graal
Graal First West Best Types of Images are .png (non-animation) .gif (for animated download). JPG (jpeg) works as well, but I don't recommend using it because it blurs the head/body and the download file has poor quality. Also avoid .bmp files - they don't look nice either. Objects with colored background
require (x) to set transparency verification, since it is indexed. Indexed bodies with a visible background (even if you don't see one when submitted - there's one when approved by administrators) - may simply try to re-index them. If you have problems downloading an item feel free to PM me on the classic
or first edit west – any program to use? Paint net and GIMP people asked me where I get Paint.net. I was given a link and said it's a virus I think the new version has the wrong files in it. So I downloaded an old version for you – please check it with antivirus before installing it! Paint.Net (old installer file
from my desktop) making eyes twinkle Lyvia's Plant Eye Tutorial (ENGLISH) (GIMP/Paint.net) Flash Eye German Tutorial (GIMP/Paint.net) also 2 very good tutorials, I used these two when I learned how to make eyes flash  frames and flash head Graal tutorial (Photoshop) How to make body set
tutorial set - it also shows 2 ways to recolor how to make heads bodies/faces bodies how to index Photoshop Gimp if you want to add extensions to an already indexed body, you need to reindex your body along with the hair after you have added extensions! It is important to index each color! Don't leave
one! The first 7 boxes are needed to index graal and change color! Use box 8 and up to use your extension and the first 7boxes are: outline back strap shoes leather coat sleeves and above: other colors such as extended hair colors I recommend keeping indexed bodies as shown in the video. How to
make WordPress how to post on different WordPress - hair template - how to use a hair mold: start with face/face template of your choice. This template is the face of The Factory Getty Gfx. II, copy and paste the hair base of your choice on the face mold. Next, copy and paste BANGS of your choice on
BASE of your choice. Finally, recolor and polish your head. -Face molds- - - Eye molds - - extended molds - heads: doll head mold &gt; original head structure bodies: female &gt; male accessories 1 mold (set transparency when applied to the body): shield/sword molds: hats: horse mold: horse mold: gun
mold (manual): KSG gun: Steyr AUG: Pistol:
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